
in honor of my parents Marian and Howard Johnson and 
my brother David Johnson



Introducing Nameofthelord777 Ministry 
Short History and Focus

Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded Ministry. We started in 2013
January with two branches one in Mandaue Cebu and now others in Palawan Philippines. Because of
the Deceptions of the Last Days Revealed as he promised in these last Days like no Third Temple, Last
Trump , Babylon is Fallen Fallen, and the Flat Earth we have chosen to consolidate our emphasis into
two Ministries one reaching Philippines and the USA via Internet. Second we still have 1 active
Ministry of approximately 30 souls of Faithful disciples ranging from 3 years to 19 years of age.
(Three Ministries in Palawan are soon to be revived as the Latter Rain is coming.) We Seek to reach
the Lost and edify the Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE TEACHING RELEVANT TO THE
LAST DAYS i.e. BIBLE READING/TEACHING AND SCRIPTURE MEMORIZATION. We also have
Many You Tube’s and PowerPoint studies of Various Topics Relevant to the Bible and Christian
Living and of course the End Times or Last Days. Our Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s
Christians to the imminent danger in our perilous End Times and the fact that all signs point to
Tribulation and at its end the Rapture and Coming Kingdom of God on Earth known as the
Millennium. Nameofthelord777 Ministry can be contacted in Philippines by our

Main Web Page at  MyJesus2ndcoming.com and Thelasttrump777.wordpresss.com



Genesis 1:6 And God said, Let there be a 
firmament in the midst of the waters, 
and let it divide the waters from the 

waters. 7 And God made the 
firmament, and divided the waters 

which were under the firmament from 
the waters which were above the 

firmament: and it was so. The 
Globe is one of the greatest 

Deceptions ever tried by Satan. 
(What are you believing and

why Try a taste of the truth it will be 
bitter in your mouth then turn to 

honey in your heart!!!)



Prove Me wrong God’s Truth the 
Giza Pyramid and God’s Bible 
Connected by Him for You to 

see the Last Days. Are you really 
going to Miss this and Go to 
Hell in Unbelief of Jehovah 

God??!!! 



10,000 US Dollar Last 
Days Challenge on the 

Next Slide!!!
Truth of the Cross 

versus Lie of Satan!!!



$10,000 Smack down Challenge to 
Satan. (Obama, Trump etc.) vs God’s 

Truth of the Flat Earth Decided By 
God’s Pythagorean Theorem



Obama’s Transgender 
Bathroom $ 10,000 dollar 

Challenge for the Last days 
starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)



“Elijah Baal Challenge” for $10,000 Dollars Between 
God and Satan

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

1 Kings 18:17 ¶ And it came to pass, when Ahab saw Elijah, that Ahab said 
unto him, Art thou he that troubleth Israel? 18 And he answered, I have not 
troubled Israel; but thou, and thy father’s house, in that ye have forsaken the 
commandments of the LORD, and thou hast followed Baalim. 19 Now 
therefore send, and gather to me all Israel unto mount Carmel, and the 
prophets of Baal four hundred and fifty, and the prophets of the groves four 
hundred, which eat at Jezebel’s table. 20 So Ahab sent unto all the children of 
Israel, and gathered the prophets together unto mount Carmel.



“Elijah Baal Challenge” for $10,000 Dollars Between 
God and Satan

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

1 Kings 18:21 And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye between two opinions? if the LORD be

God, follow him: but if Baal, then follow him. And the people answered him not a word. 22 Then said Elijah unto the 

people, I, even I only, remain a prophet of the LORD; but Baal’s prophets are four hundred and fifty men. 23 Let them 

therefore give us two bullocks; and let them choose one bullock for themselves, and cut it in pieces, and lay it on 

wood, and put no fire under: and I will dress the other bullock, and lay it on wood, and put no fire under: 24 And call 

ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire, let him be 

God. And all the people answered and said, It is well spoken. 25 And Elijah said unto the prophets of Baal, Choose 

you one bullock for yourselves, and dress it first; for ye are many; and call on the name of your gods, but put no fire 

under. 26 And they took the bullock which was given them, and they dressed it, and called on the name of Baal from 

morning even until noon, saying, O Baal, hear us. But there was no voice, nor any that answered. And they leaped 

upon the altar which was made. 27 And it came to pass at noon, that Elijah mocked them, and said, Cry aloud: for he 

is a god; either he is talking, or he is pursuing, or he is in a journey, or peradventure he sleepeth, and must be 

awaked. 28 And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after their manner with knives and lancets, till the blood 

gushed out upon them. 29 And it came to pass, when midday was past, and they prophesied until the time of the 

offering of the evening sacrifice, that there was neither voice, nor any to answer, nor any that regarded. 30 And 

Elijah said unto all the people, Come near unto me. And all the people came near unto him. And he repaired the altar 

of the LORD that was broken down.



“Elijah Baal Challenge” for $10,000 Dollars Between God 
and Satan

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

31 And Elijah took twelve stones, according to the number of the tribes of the sons of Jacob, unto whom the word of 

the LORD came, saying, Israel shall be thy name: 32 And with the stones he built an altar in the name of the LORD: 

and he made a trench about the altar, as great as would contain two measures of seed. 33 And he put the wood in 

order, and cut the bullock in pieces, and laid him on the wood, and said, Fill four barrels with water, and pour it on 

the burnt sacrifice, and on the wood. 34 And he said, Do it the second time. And they did it the second time. And he 

said, Do it the third time. And they did it the third time. 35 And the water ran round about the altar; and he filled the 

trench also with water. 36 And it came to pass at the time of the offering of the evening sacrifice, that Elijah the 

prophet came near, and said, LORD God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, let it be known this day that thou art God 

in Israel, and that I am thy servant, and that I have done all these things at thy word. 37 Hear me, O LORD, hear me, 

that this people may know that thou art the LORD God, and that thou hast turned their heart back again. 38 Then the 

fire of the LORD fell, and consumed the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and the stones, and the dust, and licked up 

the water that was in the trench. 39 And when all the people saw it, they fell on their faces: and they said, The LORD, 

he is the God; the LORD, he is the God. 40 And Elijah said unto them, Take the prophets of Baal; let not one of them 

escape. And they took them: and Elijah brought them down to the brook Kishon, and slew them there.



Elijah Baal Challenge scriptures stating he never died and will probably return in spirit 
or person as one of the two witnesses in final Great Tribulation 

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

2 Kings 2:11 And it came to pass, as they still went on, and talked, that, behold, there appeared a chariot of 
fire, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder; and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into heaven.

Revelation 11:3 And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a thousand two 
hundred and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth. 
The Scriptures detail and allude that both Ellijah and Enoch were taken alive to Heaven and may be the two 
witnesses  or their spirits filled in other people that will return in the Last days to testify. 
In our analysis those last days as promised in Matt. And Mark the days must be shortened. IF you go to 
Leeland Jones youtube channel he does a magnificent Job explaining the not shortened Last Days. However 
we put our trust in these scriptures giving us hope that our judgment will be shortened!!!
Matthew 24:22 And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the 
elect’s sake those days shall be shortened.
Mark 13:20 And except that the Lord had shortened those days, no flesh should be saved: but for the elect’s 
sake, whom he hath chosen, he hath shortened the days.



Elijah Baal Challenge Will be made up of God and 450 smartest Obamaist and the 
Author will oversee the challenge and put up the 10,000 Dollars for this Challenge!!!

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

So if the Historical Precedent has been established for such a challenge in the days of Old with Elijah. W e know 

from Ecclesiastes that there is nothing New under the sun. Ie Satan is always Satan and God is Always God the 

characters will never meet.

In any Challenge you must first Define the Players.

• Satan is a little Harder to define but in our four years of study we went from Jesuits to Masons to Illuminati and 

found a conspiracy to Usurp the Kingdom by making Satan big and God Small. Ie this is the essense of the Globe 

argument. We are in a huge universe so vast we could never travel to its outer edges and where is God he is 

small…

• God Is the easiest to define he is the one True God Jehovah the God we put our faith in as Christians for our 

eternal Salvation. I propose this smackdown challenge which I believe to be biblical to prove once and for all who 

is the God of the Universe (Satan or God in Heaven). The bible says that if we overcome God will help us step on 

Satans (serpents) Head. 

• I the author Mark Johnson will play Elijah's ancient Role the accused troubler of the Baal Worshipers .as Ahab 

had accused Elijah. Since I propose that we are in the Last days there is another reason for this final Smackdown. 

Ellijah was taken away to Heaven in a chariot



Elijah Baal Challenge –Lets Define the Challenge

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

As the author and Financial Backer of this challenge let me set the 

ground Rules of this Challenge like Elijah gave the Baal 

worshipers plenty of time for there God to answer the challenge. 

(He mocked them maybe their God is busy) Then I will prove 

beyond a shadow of a doubt with the Giza Pyramid given as my 

evidence as a testimony of Gods Goodness(Isa19:19-20) that 

Jehovah is the only true God and indeed soon every Knee will 

Bow as He appears from the East. The Clock is starting on Sept. 

22, 2017 for these shortened Noah days of the Last days. See the 

Included Last Days Time Frame in the conclusion of this study.



Here is the Obama Transgender Bathroom $10,000 dollar 
Challenge for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

Since the Globe is arguably the Greatest Lie other 

than Satan to Eve in the Garden ever perpetrated 

on Man Kind to reduce God to a concept and not a 

reality. From His true stature as Creator Designer of 

the Universe who uses the Flat earth as His 

Footstool. Therefore I see the Globe v Flat Earth as 

the perfect Baal (Modern Day Smack down) 

Challenge.



Here is the Obama Transgender Bathroom 10000 dollar 
Challenge for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

Just like Elijah’s challenge I will give $10,000 

Dollars to the first person who Can Prove the 

simple Pythagorean theorem argument of the 

Flat Earth versus Globe Earth.



Here Is the $10,000 Smack down 
Challenge in Graphic Format
we don’t live here but here!



10,000 US Dollar Last 
Days Challenge on the 

Next Slide!!!
Truth of the Cross 

versus Lie of Satan!!!



This is a Copy of the 500,000 Challenge Scam for someone to produce a true Birth certificate of Obama. Here 
since Trump worships Apollo (Google Trump 66th floor penthouse) for proof God says watch for Apollyon Rev. 
9:11 what an interesting number but we don’t have time… My offer is not a scam. The Challenge is : Prove to me 

that in the triangle below the height of the Sun is closer to 93,000,000 Miles versus the TRUTH 3000 Miles 
and I will send you a check for $10,000 American inflation depleted dollars. Anywhere on the Flat Earth. 

Simple Math or intuition shows that if the distance is 
2300 miles the height of the Sun above the horizon 
is Tan Ө = X / 2300mi.. Assuming an angle of 33.3°
for Ө. Therefore simple Math or simpler intuition 
shows that the Sun is 2300 miles exact (Crow flys

distance or Great circle distance) distance. above the 
Flat Earth and not 93,000,000 miles for Earth. Did 
we mention the Sun is only 37.4 miles in diameter 

and same as the Moon in size. (Enoch 72:38)

X= the distance above 
Horizon of the sun Appears 
approx. 3000 miles (sextant 
see next slide)

The distance from Washington DC 
to Hollywood is 2300 Miles



This is a Copy of the 500,000 Challenge Scam for someone to produce a true Birth certificate of Obama. Here 
since Trump worships Apollo (Google Trump 66th floor penthouse) for proof God says watch for Apollyon Rev. 
9:11 what an interesting number but we don’t have time… My offer is not a scam. The Challenge is : Prove to me 

that in the triangle below the height of the Sun is closer to 93,000,000 Miles versus the TRUTH 3000 Miles 
and I will send you a check for $10,000 American inflation depleted dollars. Anywhere on the Flat Earth. 

Sextant is the way ship captains still negotiate our oceans on Gods Flat Earth. Note in the supposed southern hemisphere they
make gps not functional. Fancy Triangulating  Satellite signals bounced off the firmament)

Sextant still used today by ship 
captains today to negotiate our Flat 

oceans. Was good enough for 
Columbus and he never fell off the 

flat earth!!!



Globe Earth calculation of Geometry-Dumbed Down 
America versus China or Russia

1Kings 18:24 And call ye on the name of your gods, and I will call on 

the name of the LORD: and the God that answereth by fire,

24,874(Wikipedia) Miles in circumference at  the Equator. 2Pi R = 
Circumference where Pi=3.14159 and R is the Radius. So a simple 
Calculator for the Americans and a simple paper calculation for the 
Chinese or Russians shows that the Radius of the earth at the Equator 
=3960 miles

So Lets calculate the angle between Washington DC and Hollywood 
assuming 3000 mile distance on the surface of the earth. We take a slice 
of the earth or great circle that includes in its plane the center of the 
earth and  both Hollywood and Washington DC on the outer 
circumference of this Circle.



Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge 

for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

*

Assuming 360 degrees in a Circle. Then it is a 
simple problem for the Chinese/Russian 
student and the American can use a 
calculator. You have 24874 miles in 
Circumference and 2300 miles between 
Washington DC and Hollywood(As the crow 
fly's calculator ie Great circle distance). 
Therefore the degrees from the center of 
the Globe for these two cities is 24,881miles 
=360 degrees than a simple calculation on a 
calculator for the American is 24881/360 
degrees tells you there are =69. miles/ 
degree at the surface of the earth. 
Therefore it follows that 2300 miles 
between the cities= 2300/69=  33.3°. In our 
Drawing simplistically Ө= =  33.3°.  

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC

Hollywood 
California

Ө= 33.3°

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

*Note assuming 
R=3960 Miles for 
Globe earth

*



Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge 

for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

Assuming 360 degrees in a Circle. Then 
it is a simple problem for the Chinese 
student and the American can use a 
calculator. You have 24,874 miles in 
Circumference and 2300 miles 
between Washington DC and 
Hollywood (As the crow flys calculator 
ie Great circle distance). 
• Therefore the degrees from the center 

of the Globe for these two cities is 
24,881miles =360 degrees than a simple 
calculation on a calculator for the 
American is 24881/360 degrees tells 
you there are =69. miles/ degree at the 
surface of the earth. 

• Therefore it follows that 2300 miles 
between the cities= 2300/69=  33.3°. In 
our Drawing simplistically Ө= =  33.3°.  

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC
Long. 77,Lat 38

Where all lies Become 
beliefs by Law and 

CNN
Hollywood California

Long. 118   , Lat.34
Where all Lies Filmed Ө= 33.3°

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles

Calculate X the Distance 
to the Sun from 

Hollywood at Noon

*Note assuming 
R=3960 Miles for 
Globe earth

*



Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge 

for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC
Long. 77,Lat 38

Where all lies Become 
beliefs by Law and 

CNN
Hollywood California

Long. 118   , Lat.34
Where all Lies Filmed Ө= 33.3°

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles

BNM 23=Death and punishment Psalm 23
77=False Prophet
33=Scattered Remnant
333=Sign from God
Occult meaning of Numbers 
33.3 is the exact longitude and latitude of Mt 
Herman in the Bible where the Bad angels 
cast from Heaven landed on the earth and 
impregnated Mankind with sin apostasy  and 
Nephilym (Giants) Gen. 6:4 and Joshua 12:5

*Note assuming 
R=3960 Miles for 
Globe earth

*



Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge 

for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC
Long. 77,Lat 38

Where all lies Become 
beliefs by Law and 

CNN
Hollywood California

Long. 118   , Lat.34
Where all Lies Filmed 

ie Moon 

Ө= 33.3°

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles For Satan Here is the Basic 

Challenge 
You can not use: 
• Einstein's Law of Special Relativity for 

Triangles (intended Humor as 
everything that does not conform to 
the lie of the Globe is explained as an 
exception to special relativity…

• You can not use circular reasoning
• You can not make up laws
• You can not say it all started with 

Copernicus and Newton  in 
1534AD(these are unsubstantiated 
lies)

*Note assuming 
R=3960 Miles for 
Globe earth

*



Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge 

for the Last days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC
Long. 77,Lat 38

Where all lies Become 
beliefs by Law and 

CNN
Hollywood California

Long. 118   , Lat.34
Where all Lies Filmed 

ie Moon 

Ө= 33.3°

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles For God Here is the Basic 

Challenge 
God can use:
• God Created Mathematics
• God Created Pythagorean Theorem
• God Created Giza Pyramid
• God Created Flat Earth

*Note assuming 
R=3960 Miles for 
Globe earth

*



God’s Solution to the Basic Challenge 
Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge for the Last 

days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC
Long. 77,Lat 38

Where all lies Become 
beliefs by Law and 

CNN
Hollywood California

Long. 118   , Lat.34
Where all Lies Filmed 

ie Moon 

Ө= 33.3°

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles For God’s Challenge 

God Solution in advance
• God Created Mathematics
• God Created Pythagorean Theorem
• God Created Giza Pyramid
• God Created Flat Earthᴃ = ????°

ᴃ = 45°(AS Experienced and 

measureable on the Flat Earth

X= distance to the sun
Globe earth tells you 
93,000,000 

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles 



Satan’s Solution to the Basic Challenge 
Obama Transgender Bathroom 10,000 dollar Challenge for the Last 

days starting on Sept. 22, 2017. 

(Satan vs. God)

Top View of the Great Circle from vantage point of the North 
Pole showing Washington DC and Hollywood and the 33.3°.

(Sliced through the Center of the Equator)

Washington DC
Long. 77,Lat 38

Where all lies Become 
beliefs by Law and 

CNN
Hollywood California

Long. 118   , Lat.34
Where all Lies Filmed 

ie Moon 

Ө= 33.3°
Radius=3960miles

Sun

Center of the Globe 
Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's=2300Miles

X= distance to the sun
Globe earth tells you 
93,000,000 

ᴃ = ????°

ᴃ = 45°(AS Experienced and 

measureable on the Flat Earth

Distance as crow 
fly's<2300Miles 

For Satan’s Challenge 
Satan must find an 
acceptable :
ᴃ = ????°
X= distance to the sun God Bless with that!



While the Baal (Obama and Trump) 
supporters are working on a (lie) 
solution. Lets move on with the

TRUTH!!!
The Giza Pyramid  was given by God 

to Point us to Jesus and the Bible and 
most importantly for your salvation 

the Last Days!!!



God Lead me  to Samuel Laboy and his Universal 
Analysis of the Design of the Giza Pyramid
Definitions of Terms (maybe unfamiliar to those watching this Video) used 
in this study:

 BNM=Bible Numerology Meaning of a Number see Mark Lanes web 
page bible numbersforlife.com see our tribute for him.

 Giza Pyramid Universal Design was first discovered by Samuel Laboy see 
our tribute for him. 

 FEU= Flat Earth Unit is something discovered by Mark Johnson the 
Author as revealed one long night of study of Laboy’s work and 
contemplation. Simply put if you multiply any measurement in the Giza 
Pyramid by 8.23 Miles/feet you have the resulting measurement of that 
item as related to Gods truly miraculous Flat Earth. Did I mention not 
moving, stable just as described in the bible and the book of Enoch. 
Don’t scoff at Enoch God warns in Jude, Enoch is his Man…



1260=BNM=2*630=Hidden Knowledge of God
1260=Isa:17=For Behold, I create new heaven and a new Earth: 

and the former shall not be remembered, nor come into mind…

1260=2*630=BNM=Hidden Knowledge of God (Flat Earth Units)



Isaiah 19:19-20 In that day shall there be an altar to 
the LORD in the midst of the land of Egypt, and a 
pillar at the border thereof to the LORD.   (Giza 

Pyramid). And it shall be for a sign and for a witness 
unto the LORD of hosts in the land of Egypt: for 

they shall cry unto the LORD because of the 
oppressors, and he shall send them a saviour, and a 

great one, and he shall deliver them.  
(See our Future studies for connection to the Last Days 2011-2019)  If the 
Mason’s leave  us alone you can find us at thelasttrump777.wordpress.com 

as This will show the “Design Boss for the Giza Pyramid” in Feet, Sacred 
Cubits, Royal Cubits and ALL NEW FLAT EARTH DESIGN MILES?



“Samuel Laboy is Describing the 
Wisdom of God Revealed to him in 
his Study!!! Sit back and be amazed 

the Math and Geometry are 
Understandable at a 5th Grade Level 

if you take time to study it”
God’s Revelation to us is the 

Miracle!!!



In Designing our Flat Earth Design we Stepped on the Back 
of Many Giants one Like Samuel Laboy. I Studied his Perfect 
Design of the Giza Pyramid. From their we Saw Quickly that 
it was a Perfect match to the Flat Earth Model (i.e. Factor of 
8.23Miles/Feet) I’m truly Humbled by this Revelation given 
to me!!! I’m sure I will Get to Die for Christ as we spread the 
Word of the Truth but Jesus Reminds us this is Gain. To HIS 
Glory we do all things… Think about the Revival if we can 
teach God is so Large and the Universe is so Small!!! Did I 
mention God’s throne is only 8250 Miles above the Flat 
Earth!!! My Fate is sealed by Christ!!! What will you do is 

the question??? (Thelasttrump777.wordpress.com)



The Construction of the Giza Pyramid Part 1!!!



If we are in Obama’s 
Transgender Bathroom Last 

Days then Lets discuss the 6 seals 
of Revelation and see that they 

will Conclude prior Sun Clad 
Woman Event in the Heavens 

Sept. 23, 2017



Giza Pyramid is Directly Tied to the 
Bible in its Size!!!

Middle of Giza Pyramid 
from Ground level

Giza Pyramid at Ground level

From the 
bottom Phi

point X to top 
of finished 

Pyramid=595’

From the 
Ground Level 

to top of 
finished 

Pyramid=480.’ 

From the 
Ground Level  

to top of 
unfinished 

Pyramid=467’ 

Giza Pyramid and its Design Circles 
X=Subterranian Prime

X’=Above Ground Prime
C=Center of the Above Ground Pyramid

X

X’

C

Giza Pyramid Design Angle is 
Accurately Calculated to 

51.84°

Mystery #2 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

31,104 verses in the KJV Bible
31,104/6=5184=51.84°

Mystery #1 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

72 in Biblical Numerology= Evangelists
72*72==5184=51.84°



True Amazing Issues Linking The Giza 
Pyramid with the Bible and Beyond!!!

 31104 verses in the Bible

 31104/6(Man and flesh)=5184 =51.84°

 31104 lose the zero=3114Bc is the Year Seth Died and the Year of the start of the Mayan 
Calendar

 Subtract  5125 Mayan Calendar Years to 3114 BC (the amazing Year that the Mayan Calendar 
was started Google that I cant make this up=2011=2011AD. Google and understand Newton’s 
and David Flynn’s Unified Theory that links Time and Distance from such locations as the 
Temple Mount.ie 1948 NM to London=1948 when London gave Israel her independence. (or 
do  our studies on David Flynn)

 Ok not impressed continue to more miracles revealed!!!

Mystery #3 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

The Number of Verses in the Bible Drop the 0 gives 
the Start Date of the Mayan Calendar=3114BC

Mystery #4 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

Take the Total Mayan Calendar Time of 5125 Years
Subtract the Beginning Year(3114) and you get the Approx.. 

Start Year of the Last days and the 9th perfect and final 
Tetrad.    5125-3114=2011



 Did I mention the Nov. 29,1947 date of the United Nations Partition Charter 
Plan for Israel and Gods processional Years turned into 25920 days until 
November 16,2018. The Day God instructs Noah to leave the ark. (See our Many 
Studies where the Last days will conclude By April 6, 2019 and you will see we Use 
Gods promise the last days will be just like Noah’s days….

 Did  I mention of you take the 9(BNM=9=Spirit and Judgment) out of the 
25920=2520 Dan. 9:24-27 Last days!!! Wow!! THANK you JESUS THIS 
AUTHOR IS HUMBLED HOW ABOUT YOU. Ok not impressed continue to 
more miracles revealed!!!

True Amazing Issues Linking The Giza 
Pyramid with the Bible and Beyond!!!

Mystery #5 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

25920 processional years=Days (Gods Ways not mine)=Days 
from Israel’s UN Charter 

Do some Leg work Understand our studies at 
Thelasttrump777.wordpress.com

Mystery #6 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

Take the BNM=9=Spirit and Judgment from the 
processional number of 25920=2520years= Dan. 

9:24-27 70th week…



Giza Pyramid is Directly Tied to the 
Bible in its Size. 

240.33’

240.33’ Diam.

226.94’

367.1937’

367.1937’ Diam. 

226.94’ Diam.

Ground Level of 
Giza Pyramid

(Between Phi Points)

X Phi Point

X’ Phi Point

Mid Level of 
Giza Pyramid

961.3274’ Diam.

Center of Upper Phi 
Circle of Giza Pyramid 

367.1937’

It took me three years to understand the 
following concepts and to Model the Giza 

Pyramid following Mr. Laboy’s great 
efforts. The real Miracle is in the Flat 
Earth Revelation complete design is 

modeled in the Giza Pyramid… I had to 
save Number 7 for this fact of Gods 

Creation. Isa. 19,20 he promised to leave 
his testimony written in stone…

Mystery #7 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

What can I say our God is Amazing and our 
Universe is only as Big as the Firmament. Did I 

mention no moon landing, no gravity, No 
kidding. Tesla is the Man of God not Einstein. 

flatearthandthelastdaysblog.wordpress.com



Giza Pyramid is Directly Tied to the 
Bible in its Size. 

Other Amazing Numbers Exist:
Height of Circles = 1656’= Number of  Years 
between Adam and the Flood. i.e. Noah’s 

600th Birthday

C=240.33’ Diam.

B=367.1937’ Diam. 

D=226.94’ Diam.

A=961.3274’ 
Diam.

Total Height of 
all Design Circles 

for the Giza 
Pyramid=1656=t
he Number of 
years between 
Adam and the 

Flood

367’

962’

240’

227’



Giza Pyramid is Directly Tied to the 
Bible in its Size. 

Other Amazing Numbers Exist:
Height of Circles = 1656’= Number of  Years 
between Adam and the Flood. i.e. Noah’s 

600th Birthday
= 962’+227’=1189’
= the Number of Chapters in 
the Bible

227’

240’

962’

227’
= 240’ +227’=467’
= the Height of the present 
unfinished Pyramid at Giza

= 962’-367’=595’
= the Number of Years in 
Gods Eclipse Cycle=595 you 
add that to the 666 year 
Eclipse Cycle and amazingly 
you get 1260 years

962’ 367’



Giza Pyramid is Directly Tied to the 
Bible in its Size. 

Mystery #8 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

Giza Circles add up to the Number of chapters in the Bible

Mystery #9 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

The Giza Circles add to the Unfinished Height at the time of 
the start of the Last days. (Maybe God is in control becoming a 

believer???

Mystery #11 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed

See our studies on Gods Wrist watch and you will see that God uses 
the Movement of the Sun and Moon as his time keeper. Eclipses 

have cycles. i.e. How about this one 595/4+666cycle=1260 years of 
the Last days … wow he must be in control. Did I mention 595 is 

the total height of the pyramid from subterranean level to the top.



God’s revealed Miracles are just starting to Heat 
up like the Fire and brimstone heading to those 

with unrepentant Hearts in these Last Days. 
Think twice before you Mock me if you will and 
remember God warned the mockers and scoffers 
would not enter Heaven…(God is in-charge of 

my reputation) so Continue at the risk of falling 
in love with mine and your Jesus. He is the God 
child and Creator of the universe with HS and 
the Father. Oh did I mention the pyramid!!



Don’t Feel Bad this is a process but 
remember the time is short!!!

1. First day of the Flat earth is total rejection and disbelief 
but that still small voice inside you says continue.

2. Second day after watching any three flat earth pro videos 
you become a reluctant Believer.  

3. Third day you rise from your Grave and become and 
ardent Rebel for Jesus and try to understand all the lies. 
i.e. Gravity, satellites, etc. (connect the dots is Obama a 
heterosexual) God Bless you on your Journey may the 
Force God be with you and pray for his wisdom!!!



Don’t Feel Bad this is a process but 
remember the time is short!!!



This will show the “Design Boss for the Giza Pyramid” 
in Feet, Sacred Cubits, Royal Cubits and ALL NEW 

FLAT EARTH DESIGN MILES?

Mystery #12 of the 
Giza Pyramid and the Bible Revealed(BNM=12=Government)

There are two many more mysteries of the Universe solved by combining the wisdom of the Gods Bible with Gods Pyramid. 
Oh that reminds me your probably a believer if you made it this far congratulations your faith is what earned you a place in 
heaven go to myjesus2ndcoming.com and make sure your saved. Call on the Name of the Lord and you will be saved!!!



Conclusion lets finish with a 
man who walked with God 

(Enoch another of our tributes-
Probably God’s Construction 
Foreman of the pyramid) and 

his last thoughts combined with 
Jesus in the Book of Jude!!!



Brother, Friend if you found these God inspired words helpful 
please be Bold and spread our message of the last days. If you are 

ashamed of Him he will be ashamed of you.
Jude 14 And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the Lord cometh 
with ten thousands of his saints, 15 To execute judgment upon all, and to convince all that are ungodly
among them of all their ungodly deeds which they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard speeches
which ungodly sinners have spoken against him. 16 These are murmurers, complainers, walking after their 
own lusts; and their mouth speaketh great swelling words, having men’s persons in admiration because of 
advantage. 17 But, beloved, remember ye the words which were spoken before of the apostles of our Lord 
Jesus Christ; 18 How that they told you there should be mockers in the last time, who should walk after 
their own ungodly lusts. 19 These be they who separate themselves, sensual, having not the Spirit. 20 But 
ye, beloved, building up yourselves on your most holy faith, praying in the Holy Ghost, 21 Keep yourselves 
in the love of God, looking for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life. 22 And of some have 
compassion, making a difference: 23 And others save with fear, pulling them out of the fire; hating even 
the garment spotted by the flesh. 24 Now unto him that is able to keep you from falling, and to present 
you faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy, 25 To the only wise God our Saviour, be 
glory and majesty, dominion and power, both now and ever. Amen.

God wants that none will be Lost!!!



Lets Look now and the perpetrators 
of the Globe lie so you don’t see 

them as Demonic and Spirits of the 
Antichrist!!!



Enemies of God in 
the Last Days

(Reagan is exception they 
forced him with 

assassination to comply)



1 John 4:3 And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in 
the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have 

heard that it should come; and even now already is it in the world.



Wars and Rumors of Wars



Issues of the He Goat - Ronald Reagan 

The Assassination attempt transformed 
an otherwise All American Boy into a 
mini stooge for the New World Order 
agenda he transformed in  He Goat Of 

Dan. 8:3-6



Ronald Reagan He tore down the walls of Communism 
with his Tongue never putting a boot on the Ground!!! 

True American Hero!!! 

Ronald Raegan I Believe was forced to take George 
Bush in order to win the South little did he know he 

was taking on a full time New World Order Boss 
whose father had helped force the Federal reserve on 

the American People. 
After 69 days in office George Bush had dinner with 
his friends the Hinkley’s and the next day Hinkley’s
son attempted the murder of Ronald Raegan . Praise 

the Lord it did not work but Ronnie saw the light 
and did the bidding of the New World Order from 
that point on however he did not steal money he 
created a Massive  surplus and was our last greatest 
president. However out of  him came the four bad 
talked about in Dan. 8:9**. (four Notable Ones) 

*He Goat =Dan. 8:3 Then I lifted up mine eyes, and 
saw, and, behold, there stood before the river a ram 
which had two horns: and the two horns were high; 
but one was higher than the other, and the higher 

came up last. 4 I saw the ram pushing westward, and 
northward, and southward; so that no beasts might 
stand before him, neither was there any that could 
deliver out of his hand; but he did according to his 
will, and became great. 5 And as I was considering, 

behold, an he goat came from the west on the face of 
the whole earth, and touched not the ground: and 

the goat had a notable horn between his eyes.
** Four Notable ones=Daniel 8:8 Therefore the he 

goat waxed very great: and when he was strong, the 
great horn was broken; and for it came up four 
notable ones toward the four winds of heaven.



Four Horsemen of Apocalypse

George  
Bush  Sr.

Bill 
Clinton

George  
Bush Jr.

Barrack 
Hussein 
Obama



Time calculations of the Last Days Using Dan. 9 time 
period Daily Sacrifice stopped date of Mayan End of 

Days time period Dec. 21, 2012
2

5
2

0

2
3

0
0

1
2

9
0

2
3

0
0

Dan.9:24-27 = Apr. 3-
6, 2019

Daily Sac. Stopped
Dec. 21, 2012

Daily Sac. Stopped
Dec. 21, 2012

Little Horn= Mar.16, 2010

Start of Dan.70th week 
May. 15,2012

Time period of the 70th

Week conclusion of the 
matter=2520 days,

Time period of the 
stopping of the daily 
sacrifice until the Big 
Host Trodden=2300

Time period of the 
stopping of the daily 

sacrifice until the 
abomination that makes 

desolate 1290 days,

time period of the from the 
abomination that makes desolate 
until the Little Horn  Host =2300

Little Little Horn 
Trodden

Dan. 8:8= July 3, 2016

Big Little Horn -Host 
Trodden= Dan.7:8 =Apr.3, 

2019 Abom. Desolate= 
Dan. 12:11=July 3, 2016

Daily Sacrifice=Mayan End of Days Little Horn= beginning of 
Mayan Year and Jewish Year Mar. 15, May10 is the Beltane  
sacrifice person celebration!!!



Jesus will Return and the Sun will  be  turned into 
darkness and Moon  into Blood 

Joel  2:31
The sun  shall be 

turned into 
darkness, and the 
moon into blood, 
before the great 

and terrible day of 
the Lord come.



Time calculations of the Last Days Using Dan. 9 time period Daily Sacrifice stopped date of 
Mayan End of Days time period Dec. 21, 2012

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

2
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2
0 2
3

0
0

1
2

9
0

2
3

0
0

Dan.9:24-27=
Apr. 3-6, 2019

Daily Sac. Stopped
Dec. 21, 2012

Daily Sac. Stopped
Dec. 21, 2012

Little Little Horn= Mar.16, 2010

Start of Dan.70th week 
May. 15,2012

Time period of the 70th

Week conclusion of the 
matter=2520 days,

Time period of the stopping 
of the daily sacrifice until 

the Big Host Trodden=2300

Time period of the stopping 
of the daily sacrifice until 

the abomination that makes 
desolate 1290 days,

time period of the from the abomination 
that makes desolate until the Little Little

Horn  Host =2300

Little Little Horn Trodden
Dan. 8:8= July 3, 2016

Big Little Horn -Host Trodden= 
Dan.7:8 =Apr.3, 2019

Abom. Desolate= 
Dan. 12:11=July 3, 2016

Daily Sacrifice=Mayan End of Days Little little Horn= begining of 
Mayan Year and Jewish Year Mar. 15, May10 is the Bel train  sacrifice 
person celebration!~!!



Joel  2:31

The sun  shall be turned into darkness, and the moon 
into blood, before the great and terrible day of the Lord 
come.

NEW  WORLD ORDER Antichrist system will be in place Sept. 2015…Jesus will Return and the Sun will  be  turned into darkness and Moon  
into Blood 



Issues of the He Goat Ronald Raegan 

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

The Assassination attempt transformed 
an otherwise All American Boy into a 
mini stooge for the New World Order 
agenda he transformed in  He Goat Of 
Dan. 8:3-6



Issues of the He Goat Ronald Raegan He tore down the walls of Communism with his Tongue 
never putting a boot on the Ground!!! True American Heroe!!! 

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Ronald Raegan I Believe was forced to take George Bush inorder to 
win the South little did he know he was taking on a full time New 
World Order Boss whose father had helped force the Federal 
reserve on the American People. 
After ___ days in office George Bush had dinner with his friends 
the Hinkley’s and the next day Hinkley’s son attempted the murder 
of Ronald Raegan Praise the Lord it did not work but Ronnie saw 
the light and did the bidding of the New World Order from that 
point on however he did not steal money he created a Massive  
surplus and was our last greatest president. However out of  him 
came the four bad talked about in Dan. 8:9**. (four Notable Ones)

*He Goat=Dan. 8:3 Then I lifted up mine eyes, and saw, and, behold, there stood before the river a 

ram which had two horns: and the two horns were high; but one was higher than the other, and 
the higher came up last. 4 I saw the ram pushing westward, and northward, and southward; so 
that no beasts might stand before him, neither was there any that could deliver out of his hand; 
but he did according to his will, and became great. 5 And as I was considering, behold, an he goat 
came from the west on the face of the whole earth, and touched not the ground: and the goat had
a notable horn between his eyes.
** Four Notable ones=Daniel 8:8 Therefore the he goat waxed very great: and when he was strong, 
the great horn was broken; and for it came up four notable ones toward the four winds of heaven.



Four Horsemen of Apocalypse

1 John 4:3 And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in 
the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have 

heard that it should come; and even now already is it in the world.

George 
HW Bush

Bill 
Clinton

George W 
Bush

Barrack 
Hussein 
Obama



Middle East Flags Same as the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse

1 John 4:3 And every spirit that confesseth not that Jesus Christ is come in 
the flesh is not of God: and this is that spirit of antichrist, whereof ye have 

heard that it should come; and even now already is it in the world.



Issues of the First King Riding the White Horse (First Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
George HW Bush

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.



Issues of the First King Riding the White Horse (First Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
George HW Bush

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

George HW Bush is the worst of the Bunch and He will be Judged in the Last Days and sent to The Lake of 
Fire with these next three presidents.
• On Sept. 11, 1990 Georg HW Bush gave a speech heralding in the Need for a New World Order. (He knew 

the date of 911 in advance to be Sept. 11, 2001 exactly 11 years later in Biblical Numerology the number 
11 means Mystery and darkness (see our Study of how the Biblical Numerology predicted good president 
and bad presidents. 

• His Son would orchestrate the 911 scam and the fleecing of all the Gold stored in World Trade center 7 
that morning. Rumsfeld stated that the Pentagon had misplaced Billions the morning of 911 also. When it 
spells like a scam and looks like a scam it is probably a scam see the video Below to see the Evidence and 
pull your head out of the Sand…

• Then if you don’t believe that all the last four presidents worship Apollo or Zues you must realive that 
following the Mayan number of Years the the Worlds last days of 5125 years from its founding of its 
calendar in 3114/5 BC =5125-3115=Dec. 21, 2012. How could it be that then 5125 days from the sept. 11, 
2001 scam until the Arrival of the Pope in America (idol Worshipper) on Sept. 23, 2015=exactly 5125 
days. What an obomination that was having the Pope speak to Congress. (A country founded on a No Idol 
Worship Constitution only later to be modified by the masons to allow Idol Worship by the first 
Ammendment)



George HW Bush”s Attempted Assassination of Ronald Raegan comes from a Long Tradition of 
Mason Assasinations of USA presidents that stood up against the NEW WORLD Order

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Biblical Numerology of USA Presidents that Points 

Obama as the Last One (HE may come back if they 

assassinate TRUMP)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGhPx6XmsgE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGhPx6XmsgE&t=68s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aGhPx6XmsgE&t=68s


Issues of the Second King Riding the Red Horse (Second Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
Bill Clinton

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Monica Lewinski tells you he is one of the New World 
Order his Perversion to Sex is world renown. He with the 
Other three presidents implicated here are instrumental 

in stealing all the money from America’s 

People. Raegan was the last President with a surplus!!!



Each of the last Four Presidents have been stealing the American Governments Coffers and 
funneling the their friends. (Jesuits and Masons)

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

2016 World Financial Collapse

( The Derivatives will be the Final Straw that Breaks 

Mystery Babylon's

Back and that of the World sending it into Chaos!!!)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZc2MM8gLO4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZc2MM8gLO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZc2MM8gLO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZc2MM8gLO4


Issues of the Third King Riding the Black Horse (Third Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
George W. Bush

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Did I mention I can’t Make this UP!!! Google Bush and Kerry Skull and Bones 322 Connection. Did I mention God Gave us the 
Giza Pyramid as Testimony to his Witness.(paraphrase with interpretation Isa. 19:19-20



Issues of the Third King Riding the Black Horse (Third Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
George W. Bush

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

All you need to know derived from Gods Flat Earth and how it parallels to 

perfect scale of 8.23 miles to feet in the pyramid. Discovered by Mark 

Johnson this Author on in Sept. 2016. What a lie the Masons and Jesuits are 

feeding the world to keep God out  of  their lives so they follow demonically 

inspired people like Obama and  Trump… the Next page shows you a sample 

of he Wisdome you will find in this study copy and paste to your browser.

https://thelasttrump777.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/giza-pyramid-

comprehensive-number-analysis.pdf

https://thelasttrump777.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/giza-pyramid-comprehensive-number-analysis.pdf


https://thelasttrump777.files.wordpress.com/2016/12/giza-
pyramid-comprehensive-number-analysis.pdf

See More and really Neat Truths!!!

Inches Measurements For Giza Pyramid

P2=322 Inches(26.8’*12=322inches to the Descending Chamber Representing Hell !!!
George W. Bush Mr. Iraq War and Kerry “Maker of the Iran Nuclear Joke Deal”
Belong to a secret society called Skull and Bones that has the logo with a 322 !!

P
1

= 
1

6
0

.9
’

P3= 32.57

P4= 32.57



Issues of the Fourth King Riding the Pale Horse (Fourth Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
Barrack Hussein Obama

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Obamas Parallels to Hitler's Begin with his modeling his stage as Altar of Zues
in Pergamum and then you have his Birthday Aug. 6 as the 216th day of the 
year6*6*6. You have his condoning of the Baphamet statute on July 25,2015 . 
The Antichrist is to be Gay and Obama fits that bill with Michael as a wife and 
his Obomination of Transgender bathrooms all over Americas as his Last 
Act.(See our Study on Seat of Satan 



Issues of the Fourth King Riding the Pale Horse (Fourth Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
Barrack Hussein Obama Go To the Lasttrump777.Wordpress.com or copy the link below!

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Seat of Satan from Pergamum to Berlin to... Denver???

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrvcVbdl8PM&t=129s

Did I mention I can’t Make this UP!!!Google Obamas Mantra “Yes We Can” played backwards=Thank You Satan“Rev.2:12 And 
to the angel of the church in Pergamos write; These things saith he which hath the sharp sword with two edges; 13 I know thy 

works, and where thou dwellest, even where Satan’s seat is: and thou holdest fast my name, and hast not denied my faith, 
even in those days wherein Antipas was my faithful martyr, who was slain among you, where Satan dwelleth.. 

Did I mention God detest’s Satan Worship!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrvcVbdl8PM&t=183s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrvcVbdl8PM&t=183s


Issues of the Fourth King Riding the Pale Horse (Fourth Seal) and His Middle East War Tradition= 
Barrack Hussein Obama Go To the Lasttrump777.Wordpress.com or copy the link below!

Matthew 24:36 ¶ But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not 
the angels of heaven, but my Father only(However the Fig tree tells 
us we can know the time and season.

Did I mention I can’t Make this UP!!! Copy and paste the link Below and you will see a formula to try to fight back.
2Chron. 7:14

Did I mention God Evil Rulers!!!

How to Beat Back Obama & NWO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Saltm

VePqF0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaltmVePqF0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaltmVePqF0


Issues of the Little (Little=Forerunner of final Antichrist) Horn of Dan. 8=  Barrack Hussein 
Obama Revived after Trump assassinated or Trump who worships Apollyon

Revelation 9:11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of 
the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, 
but in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.

Did I mention I can’t Make this UP!!!Google “Donald Trump’s 66th  Floor Penthouse”
And see like Obama His Worship of Apollo/Zues Sun God’s of the Egyptians. 

Did I mention God detest’s Idol Worship!!!



Donald Trump’s 66th  Floor Penthouse His Worship of 
Apollo

Revelation 9:11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of 

the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but 

in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.



Donald Trump’s 66th  Floor Penthouse His Worship of 
Apollo

Revelation 9:11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of 

the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but 

in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.



Donald Trump’s 66th  Floor Penthouse His Worship of 
Apollo

Revelation 9:11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of 

the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but 

in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.



Donald Trump’s 66th  Floor Penthouse His Worship of 
Apollo is everywhere on ceiling pictures and columns.

Revelation 9:11 And they had a king over them, which is the angel of 

the bottomless pit, whose name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon, but 

in the Greek tongue hath his name Apollyon.



No Third Temple!!!

(See our Study at thelasttrump777.wordpress.com) 



The Temple in Jerusalem over the threshing floor which is 
presently under the Al Kas fountain

Nameofthelord777.wordpress.com

Flat Earth Analysis Relating to Prophecy



The Dome of the Rock was built over the old Temple of Jupiter Hexagonal  foundation 
thinking that was the temple site However they were wrongggggggggggggggggg!!!

Nameofthelord777.wordpress.com

Flat Earth Analysis Relating to Prophecy

The Anti Christ will after Satan 
inhabits his Temple(Body) will 
stand in the area of the holy of 
Holies and that is by a fountain 
in the outer courtyard and will 
give the famous speech that 
he will declare you must 
worship him… Turkey or 
Russian may spawn 
replacement for Trump in 
Erdogen or Putin but that is 
yet to be seen!!!



Now that you know we are in the 
Last Days lets Look at one of the 

Oldest and Demonic Deceptions of 
the Last Days the God’s Flat Earth Vs

the Mason Jesuit Globe Earth???





If you cant Understand Common Sense Proof here is the 
Biblical Numerology Proof of the God’s Flat Earth!!!

Verse Highlighting the Major Emphasis of the Study

Joel 2:31 The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great and the terrible day 

of the LORD will come.

The 9th Perfect Tetrad(9 BNM=Spirit and Judgment) your churches have ignored(by ignorance or malice) so you 

will take the 666 has ten Blood Moons the last was on Sept. 28, 2015 and the Pope Francis teamed with 

convicted Transgender politically Correct Homosexual Obama) Obamination trip to America. That was the 7th (7 

Means time of the End)Blood Moon as Pope left the title in the Headlines were “One Woe has Past”. Now your 

Heading into the Final Phase the end of the 6th seal will Occur prior to the Sun Clad Woman Event on Sept. 

23,2017. Satan will be cast to earth like times eternal and will inhabit the final 

antichrist?(Obama,Trump,Putin,Ergogen) Your Hell on earth is coming if you live in America it is especially 

coming as your judgment for following the Harlot System. The world of Jesuits and Masons teach that we spin 

on an earth so small in the universe 66,600miles per hour if you don’t see the humor remember we all know the 

earth was flat in 1534 before  the world was taken over by Satans Demons Newton, Copernicus Einstien!!!the  

Next silde is our proof you are in the last days and deceived about so many things Ie God is Big,Patient, 

merciful, Kind but Very Jealous and he is sending his soon to Correct you Repent and pray 2 Chron. 7:14



Enoch Talks About the Sun and Moon

Book of Enoch says they 
are the same size!!!

Enoch 72: 38-37 
And that which (thus) rises is the great luminary, and is so 
named according to its appearance, according as the Lord 

commanded. As he (Sun) rises, so he sets and decreases not, 
and rests not, but runs day and night, and his light is 

sevenfold brighter than that of the moon; but as regards 
size they are both equal.



18.70
Mi 

Radius

Sun and moon=37.4 miles dia.
Ratio of sun and moon  to 

earth=37.4/15840=0.00234 
(drop the 0’s)

Sun and the moon=23.4%
234+432=666=rev.13:18

13*18=234

23.4°

66.6°

18.70
Mi 

Radius

Earth = 15,840 miles in dia.

The Flat Earth is so 
carefully Hidden by the 
Masons in the Numbers 
of the Globe Deception 



If you cant Understand Common Sence Proof here is the 
Biblical Numerology Proof of the God’s Flat Earth!!!

Verse Highlighting the Major Emphasis of the Study

13X18=234= Turn to man for rescue-Ruth.2&1 John.4
13X20=260= Love your enemies-1 Sam.24&Rev.22

432 KING HONORS FAITHFUL SERVANT 2 216 BROTHERLY LOVE GONE

234 TURN TO MAN FOR RESCUE 2 117 RELIGIOUS BUT UN-REDEEMED

666 HANDS IN CHAINS 3 222 SON OF A HARLOT

37 CHOSEN SERVANT [12] [GOVERNMENT]

374 PROMISE TO PUNISH SIN 2 187 ASCENSION TO HEAVEN



1 Samuel 2:8 He raiseth up the poor out of the dust, and lifteth up the beggar from the dunghill, to set 
them among princes, and to make them inherit the throne of glory: for the pillars of the earth are the 

LORD’S, and he hath set the world upon them.

Remember Matt. 7:24 you need a sure Foundation inorder to 
weather the Trouble of this World!!!!

69.19 And through that oath the deeps were made firm, 

and they stand and do not move from their place, from 

the creation of the world and for ever.
69.20 And through that oath the Sun and the Moon 
complete their course and do not transgress their 
command, from the creation of the world and forever.



Job 37:18 Hast thou with him spread out the sky, which is strong, 
and as a molten looking glass?

7920 mi.
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Flat Earth Analysis Relating to Prophecy

Edge of the 

Flat Earth 

Model 

Antarctica

Equator

Center Pole of the 

Flat Earth Model 

Perspective View of Flat Earth Model 
showing Sun Locations

Ө

Ө = 32.47°

Tan Ө = 2520/(3960) 

Tan Ө = .63636…

Ө =32.47°

X=2520 Miles

Sun and the Moon Approx. Height Model=1980 Miles Flat Earth Units when above Equator

3960 Miles FEU

7920 Miles FEU

Tropic of Cancer

Tropic of Capricorn

Sun Location by Season
Spring and Fall
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Edge of the 

Flat Earth 

Model 
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Equator

Center Pole of the 
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Perspective View of Flat Earth Model 
showing Sun Locations

Ө

Ө = 21.8°

Tan Ө = 1980/(4950) 

Tan Ө = .4

Ө =21.8°

X=1980 Miles

Sun and the Moon Approx. Height Model=1980 Miles Flat Earth Units when above Tropic of Capricorn. 

(Winter in the Inner Equator Latitudes)

4950 Miles FEU

7920 Miles FEU

Tropic of Cancer

Tropic of Capricorn

Sun Location by Season
Winter for Inner Equator and 

Summer for outer Equator
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Equator
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Perspective View of Flat Earth Model 
showing Sun Locations

Ө

Ө = 59.5°

Tan Ө = 5040/(2970) 

Tan Ө =1.6969…

Ө =59.5°

X=5040 

Miles

Sun and the Moon Approx. Height Model=1980 Miles Flat Earth Units when above Tropic of Cancer. 

(Summer in the Inner Equator Latitudes)

2970 Miles FEU

7920 Miles FEU

Tropic of Cancer

Tropic of Capricorn

Sun Location by Season
Winter for Outer Equator and 

Summer for Inner Equator



Job 37:18 Hast thou with him spread out the sky, which is strong, 
and as a molten looking glass?

7693 mi.
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Volume and width Calculations of the Firmament 
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Width of Firmament
Heaven Radius = 8250 Miles     
Outer Radius = 7920 Miles
Inner Radius = 7693 Miles

The Width of the Outer and Inner = 227 Miles
The Width of the Heaven and Inner = 557 Miles

Firmament of Volume

Heaven Firmament Wall Length 25920  Miles, Radius=8250

Outer Firmament Wall Length 24881  Mile, Radius= 7920
Inner Firmament Wall Length 24168 Miles, Radius= 7693
Calculating the Volume of the Firmament=   4/3 *Pi*R³
Heaven Hemispherical Volume = 2,352,071,149,834 Cubed Miles
Outer Hemispherical Volume = 2,080,962,020,819 Cubed Miles
Outer Hemispherical Volume = 1,907,110,277,620 Cubed Miles
The Difference is the Total Vol.= 33,888,641,126. Cubed Miles
33=BNM=Scattered Remnant, 888= Jesus Christ Gema Hebrew

7920 mi.

72*72=5184
5184/2=2592=time in the Tetrad
72²/4=1296 
72*360=25920/2=12960
3 x 1 x 4 x 1 x 5 x 9 x 2 x 6 x 5 x 4 = 129600 
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Acts. 22:7 And I fell unto the ground, and heard a voice 
saying unto me, Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me?   
8 And I answered, Who art thou, Lord? And he said 
unto me, I am Jesus of Nazareth, whom thou 
persecutest. 

Factoring out the “111=Fear of the Lord -
Acts 22, Lev. 21””””

God’s Mystery Sun Square

1 32 34 3 35 6 111

30 8 27 28 11 7 111

20 24 15 16 13 23 111

19 17 21 22 18 14 111

10 26 12 9 29 25 111

31 4 2 33 5 36 111

111 111 111 111 111 111 666

Multiply One Side
111111111

X111111111
=1234567898765432

1



Nameofthelord777 Ministry 

Humbly Presents  for Your Edification the Rediscovered and Revealed  

Information Promised in the Last days. Flat Earth Model Designed by 

God!!!



Nameofthelord777 Ministry 

Author Humbly Presents  for Your Edification the Rediscovered and 

Revealed  Information Promised in the Last days. 

“Flat Earth Model Designed by God”!!! Did I Mention the Globe is a Lie!!!



Verses of Gog =11 Number occurrences

Verse Highlighting the Major Emphasis of the Study

1866 YOU LOST THE LIGHT SO WALK IN THE DARK 3 622 MOUNTAIN ON FIRE

1867 Prime
[285
] [TRAITOR HANGED]

1868 2 934 SONS OF THE FATHER IN HEAVEN

1869
GREAT MAN OF WISDOM: MEN HANG ON HIS 
WORDS 3 623 SUFFERING ONE IS PRAISED

1870 5 374 PROMISE TO PUNISH SIN



Conclusions If you don’t Have Jesus 
Call on the Name of the Lord and you 

will be Saved and Edify yourself 
before the final Trouble Begins after 

Sept. 23, 2017 











Details on the Sun Clad Woman



Sept. 21- 23, 2017
Sun Clad 
Woman 

Matthew warns when the Fig Tree puts forth buds/leaves.
Luke 21:11 States watch for Signs in Heaven.

100 Years Generation Warning Matt. 24:32-34 Balfour Agreement Nov. 2, 1917

120 Years Noah Warning Gen. 6:3 First Zionist Conference Aug. 29, 1897

Rev. 12:1
Sign of Return of Jesus-266

1260 days from 1st

Blood Moon  

777 days from 

Conjunction

50 years from 1967

70 years from 1947 

Gods Perfect Trinity 
Number-777

Rev. 12:6 
Woman in Hiding-1260

Israel Returns  50 Years 
last Jubilee- Dan. 9

Jesus Returns after 
2nd Fig tree buds 100 

year Generation

Israel 70th Jubilee  
from Canaan Dan. 9

Jesus Returns after 1st Fig 
tree bud. Noah’s 120 years

later Generation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

266 days Jupiter 

in Retrograde



 This Graph is our proof from Matthew, Luke, and Revelation that Christ Return is sooner
than later.

 The Sun Clad Woman is the Virgo constellation as the Stars in Heaven, with the
constellation Leo acting as her crown of 12 stars with addition of three planets. The King
Planet Jupiter goes into Retrograde for 266 days symbolizing Christ being reborn in
Heaven. (things spiritual always manifest first in Heaven then on earth.)

Proofs

1. 266 days Rev. 12:1 Sign of Return of Jesus - 266 human Gestation King Jupiter goes
into Retrograde for 266days. Dec.31, 2016 (Jupiter in Retrograde)

2. Gods Perfect Trinity Number-777 Aug. 7, 2015 (Jupiter-Mercury-Regulus
Conjunction)

3. Rev. 12:6 Woman in Hiding-1260 April 15, 2014 (1st Blood Moon of 8th Tetrad)

4. Israel Returns 50 Years last Jubilee- Dan. (1967 6 day war)

5. Israel 70th Jubilee from Canaan Dan. 9 70 years from 1947 Israel Reborn

6. Jesus Returns after 2nd Fig tree buds 100 year Generation Matt. 24:32-34 Balfour
Agreement Nov. 2, 1917

7. Jesus Returns after 1st Fig tree bud. Noah’s 120 years later Generation Gen. 6:3 First
Zionist Conference Aug. 29, 1897



July 22, 2013 (13th Star of David)
March 13, 2013 (266th Pope Francis was Elected)

April 15, 2014 (1st Blood Moon of 8th Tetrad)

Oct.8, 2014 (2nd Blood Moon of the 8th Tetrad)
Jan.1, 2015 (1st day of 2015)

March 20, 2015 (Total Solar Eclipse) Netanyahu was Elected
April 4, 2015 (3rd Blood Moon of the 8th Tetrad)

Aug. 7, 2015 (Jupiter-Mercury-Regulus Conjunction)

Sept. 13, 2015 (Partial Solar Eclipse) World Economy Collapse

Sept. 23, 2015 (Day of Atonement) Pope Francis Arrive USA

Dec.31, 2016 (Jupiter in Retrograde)

266 days

Sept. 21-23, 2017 (Clad Woman)

Jan. 5, 2015 (Middle of 8th Tetrad)

Sept. 28, 2015 (Sukkot & Final Blood Moon of 8th Tetrad)

266 days

266 days

266 days266 days(2x66) 
132 days

13 Birth 
Pains

13 Stars of David 8th Tetrad Sun Clad Woman

Aug. 8,1990

777 days

1260 days ( Rev. 13:5; Rev.12:6)

50,70 years Prophecy warning

100,120 years Prophecy Warning

Blood Moon

Total / Partial 
Solar Eclipse

266 days = days 

between dates

Legend

Aug. 21, 2017 (Total Solar Eclipse)

Oct. 25, 2015 (Conjunction Jupiter/Venus)

666 days

1-7

8

2

17
5,6

321

Reasons Jesus will Return Soon!!!

4,5

Martin Luther 
Oct. 8,, 31, 1517-

Aug. 8, 1990
172,666

William Tyndale’s 
Born in 1494
2-66 Tetrad 

6,7

9

10,11

1-10 Reasons Jesus Reasons Pope Francis is the Beast of Rev. 13

3
Nov. 2, 1917 (Balfour Agreement)

Aug. 29, 1897 (1st Zionist Conference) 

Jubilee Years Dan. 9

Aug.4,2014 Obamas Birthday  and 9th Av 6x6x6=216

4



Actual Progress through Seals, Trumpets and 
Vials

• Matt.24:5 Many will come in my name:

• Matt. 24:6 An ye shall hear of wars and rumors of wars i.e. July 8 2013.

• Matt. 24 Nations rise against Nations and kingdom against kingdoms i.e. Isis Yemen Ukraine

• Matt. 24:7 famines and pestilences and earthquakes in diverse places

• Matt. 24:8 These are the beginnings of Sorrows

• Matt. 24:9 Then they will deliver you as Christians to be afflicted.

• Matt. 24:9 Hated for my Name sake among all nations. Haters stickers are getting popular

• Matt. 24:10 then shall many be offended and betray one another and will hate one another.

• Matt. 24:11 Many False Prophets and will deceive Many

• Matt. 24:12 Iniquity will abound love of many will wax cold



Jan.2010 Jan.-Jun 2011 July-Dec. 2011 Jan.-Jun 2012 July-Dec. 2012 Jan.-Jun 2013 July-Dec. 2013 Jan.-Jun 2014 July-Dec. 2014 Jan.-Jun 2015 July-Dec. 2015 Jan.-Jun 2016 July-Dec. 2016 Jan.-Jun 2017 July-Dec. 2017 Jan.-Jun 2018 July-Dec. 2018

 Stars of David
1990-Aug. 8,2013

Middle Triple Blood Moon June 11, 2011 Until  Middle Final Triple                                    July 27, 2018   2598 Prophecy   ( 8th Tetrad)

Sept. 25, 2015 Day of Atonement
Mid Tribulation Abomination

/Desolation  Pope is Birthed as the earth Beast 
ie Mass tectonic Plate Birthed.

Sept. 23, 2017 Sun 
Clad 

Woman Vial 
Judgments start

11 April 2012 Tribulation Begins Until Sept. 25, 2015 Mid Tribulation (1260 Days)

Oct. 10, 2018 Millennial reign begins 75 Days 8th day of 
Feast of tabernacles(8*111=8888 New Beginnings (1111 
days from Mid Trib.)

July 7,2014 50 
day war starts 

between 
Palestine and 

Israel

April  15, 2014 First  Blood Moon Ben Carson and Donald Trump start speaking the Truth about 
Obama! and Pope Francis!! 1260 days Ending on Sept. 23, 2017

Jan. 21, 2013 Obamas Inauguration
MLKand Lincolns Bible to show his 
allegiance to Rothschild their killer

July 7, 2014 starts 150 
torment without killing 

Rev. 9:10,11

June 11, 2011 Until Sept.  23, 2017 Daniels 2300 Day Prophecy The First Blood Moon is Juneuntil  the Sun Clad woman    (2300 days)

WWIII-Dec 2 or 7, 2015
aniversary of peral 

harbor attack 360 or 365
day s of killing now earth 

populations from 4th 
seal and 6th trumpet is 

half earth killed. Dec 
30,2015. Rev. 9:15

Destruction of 
Babylon and 5 
vials released 
Matt 24:22

Sept. 14,2015 Feast 
of Trumpets Iran 

Neclear deal

July 21, 2018 
9th of AV 
Armageddon

June 11, 2011 Until  July 27, 2018 Daniels  2598 or 2604 Prophecy The First Blood Moon  Middle Blood Moon of the Last  Triiple (2598-2604 days)

March13, 2013 Pope Francis is Elected 
When in America Spoke of JFK And Abe 

Lincoln. (Assasinated by ROthschild)

Entrance of
the False 

Prophet and 
Beast of 
Rev. 13

WW3 starts in dec. 7-30 runs for 450 
days days 

WW3 starts 
Dec. 7,2015

Senario-April 28, 2015 Ben Carson declared his  desire to run for president1260 days. On October 9, 
2018 74 day or 1776 hours after the final sign in heaven. At the same time Abraham and Mordacai 

Messianic Jews are leading  Messianic Evangelism with Business Base Organization

June 15, 2011
FIrst Triple 

Center Blood Moon
Visible Jerusalem

Sept.28, 2015
Fourth Super
Blood Moon

Visible Jerusalem

July 27, 2018
Second Triple

Center Blood Moon
Visible Jerusalem

Rapture of the
two witnesses-
Oct.9,2018

Dec.30,2016-Sept. 
23, 2017

Sun Clad Woman

Sept. 10, 2018
Feast of Trumpets

Sept. 19, 2018
Day of Atonement

Sept. 24, 2018
Feast of Tabernacles
8th Day Oct. 2, 2018

Sept. 21, 2015 
144,000 deer in
kazathstan Rev. 7 

Sept. 13, 2015
earthquake increasing as 
the bottomless unlocked

Rev. 9:1

Sept. 30, 2015
7 days (1/2 hour silence in 
heaven) when Palistinian
Leader ABBAS broke the 
OSLO Peace Agreement with 
Israel



Jesus will Return and the Sun will  be  turned into 
darkness and Moon  into Blood 

1260 days

1260 days

1260 days

1260 days

1335 days
2595 days



Tributes for 
Nameofthelord777 

Ministry



OCC – Oasis of Christ’s Children
2013-Millennium 



Tribute to those 
Giants that came 

before us especially 
those that paid the 

ultimate price. 



William Tyndale was strangled and burned at the stake for translating the Bible,  in 1536.19 years earlier Martin 
Luther on Satan's Holiday Oct. 31, 1517 pounded his 95 item thesis to the door of the Catholic Church. Both initiated  

the protestant uprising some 500 Years (the life time of Nephilim Giant=500 yrs.). The Church took over England 
and the Pope controlled everything and implemented the Globe Earth lie. 

We believe we have ample 
evidence of the Fig tree 

blooming to look forward to 
Jesus  return with the Sign 
of Rev. 12:1 in the Heavens 

on Sept. 23, 2017. 

The power of this world  MEANT IT 
FOR EVIL  but God meant it for Good 

that many would be saved like 
Joseph!!!

Thanks to Martin Luther and William Tyndale’s bravery to 
Spread the Truth and Translate the Bible to the world. 



Corry tin Boom and Anne Franks Story of the Holocaust should speak volumes to our Lack of Knowledge of True History. 
The NWO is rewriting history in Internet as quickly as the Last Day Unfold. Corry taught us that there will not be a Pre-

tribulation Rapture is a Satanic Doctrine, we all will have trouble except the 145,320 Virgins and Leaders. Anne Taught us 
that Jesus is real and her Diary is the second Best selling Non Fiction Book Behind the BIBLE. 

Thanks to two Woman that ought to know the truth as 
they joined in Christ’s suffering!!!

Anne Frank and your Diary 
Biography of your story in 
Hiding Place is second in 

Nonfiction all time sales to the 
love letter that allowed you to 

suffer the BIBLE!!! You were 
truly a woman of God… Picture 

to come when we can get to 
internet!!!



Thanks to Nikola Tesla’s Wisdom from God that 
revealed His Great Power.



14 And Enoch also, the seventh from 
Adam, prophesied of these, saying, 
Behold, the Lord cometh with ten 

thousands Jude 15 To execute 
judgment upon all, and to convince 
all that are ungodly among them of 
all their ungodly deeds which they 
have ungodly committed, and of all 
their hard speeches which ungodly 
sinners have spoken against him. 16 
These are murmurers, complainers, 
walking after their own lusts; and 

their mouth speaketh great swelling 
words, having men’s persons in 

admiration because of advantage. 

His wisdom is sincere and 
his humility causes the 

Pharisees and Sadducees of 
today to attack him

You have woke us up to 
the Imminent Return Of 
Jesus and the Last Days 

Heating up literally after 
Sept. 16,2017!!!

Thanks to Leeland Jones bravery to Spread the 
Truth of Enoch’s Prophecies  to the world. 



Thanks to David Flynn’s Wisdom on Temple Mount 
distance to Anywhere in the World Revealing 

Histories Major Dates
David , I never meet you or talked with you but, I have seen
all your work and like David and Johnathan I feel our Souls
are knit together and look forward to seeing you in eternity. I
salute you I'm sure if the truth was known it was not brain
cancer that took you down but it was the demons of the
Masonic Order of the Global elites trying to silence a
wonderfully Godly Man Speaking the Truth. They may have
silenced you for now but you will speak for the millennium.
You are my greatest hero next to Jesus and God and my wife.
God bless you for showing everyone Isaac Newton was
misguided and as Tesla said Einstein is Moronic. Thank you
for exposing Newton's Deception about the timing of Jesus
return in 2060 is just wrong. I love your analysis on the
Temple Mount and the Unified theory related to that of time
and distance. The concept of four Aeons of Human life on
earth is Revolutionary and will go down as one major step for
Mankind in Killing the Mason Deception. You are God’s man
for the New Millennium and we were proud to stand on your
shoulders to see Roswell and all the Temple Mount
Connections to the Last days.



Thanks to Pastor Ben Heath’s Wisdom on Eclipses 
(Christian Overcomer)



Thanks to Bethel International Church Ministries 
of Pure King James Bible Search



Mark H. Lane

Thanks to Mark H. Lane’s Wisdom on the Bible 
Numbers for Life(Biblenumbersforlife.com)

Mark, your tireless efforts to create your
cumulative Numbers List and the relationship to
the Gematria and the prime numbers and the
Jeremiah and Isaiah verses has been foundational
in helping us to see the Last days. We can clearly
see now by the combination of your work and
our Pyramid analysis. Thank you so much you will
have many blessings from your work and rewards
for eternity!!! Your numbers revealed the truth of
the sins and Blessings of our various 44 Presidents
of USA. The truth that the Mason’s assassinated
any president who wont do their bidding was
revealed. His Meanings can help a novice
understand tough Biblical Truths just by seeing
how a number is applied in its Biblical Number
occurrences thanks to Pure King James Bible
Search software. God Bless



Thanks to Steve Cioccolanti’s Wisdom on the 
Tetrad and End Times Events

Steve, You have been a great encouragement with your studies and insights on the Tetrad. Most Pastors are afraid of the New World
Order and willfully or through their own laziness push the 666 agenda by pre-tribulation and prosperity Gospel. You have shown
great courage in this area. I think you were the first one to get our ministry moving with a fervor that has not stopped and will take
us into the millennium. I pray you will consider the lie of the pre- tribulation and the truth of Flat earth as it will give you revelation
into those attacking your efforts to tell the truth about Hillary and Trump and others… Google Trumps 66th floor Penthouse and you
will see he worships the sun and Apollo!!! God Bless!

Contact Info:
Office: PO Box 379, Black Rock VIC, 
Australia 3193
Phone: +613 9585 8295



Thanks to Bill Gothard’s Wisdom on the Basic Life 
Principles

Contact Info:
IBLP Headquarters
Box One
Oak Brook, IL 60522-3001

Mr. Gothard, I Heard of your humbling but that just proves you are human. Your wisdom has helped me to develop and organize
and view my life from a Christian World View. Your rewards will far surpass Satan's attack on your life I want to encourage you to
finish strong. I pray you will consider the truth of Flat earth as it will give you revelation into those attacking your efforts to tell
the truth about Hillary and Trump and others… God Bless!



Thanks to Pastor Mark Biltz’s Wisdom on Blood 
Moons & Jewish Holidays

Mark, Your tetrad analysis is so good and
I pray you will not give up your efforts
and succumb to the attacks. We have
capitalized on your work so much as we
have been able to grow your ideas into a
total flat earth Design boss. This shows us
to the extent that the Global elites will go
to deceive people. I pray you will
consider the lie of the pre- tribulation
and the truth of Flat earth as it will give
you revelation into those attacking your
efforts to tell the truth… God Bless!

Contact Info:
P.O. Box 7881
Bonney Lake, WA 98391



Jim Brown

Thanks to Jim Brown’s Wisdom on the 153 Fishes 
and Jesus=Way=Narrow= Tribulation 

(Grace & Truth Ministries)

Jim, Your teaching that Jesus is The Way which is Narrow and will come with Tribulation is
Revolutionary. The study on 153 has changed our perspective and brought the Giza Pyramid
front and center of our analysis with the Bible of the end times. Using Mark lanes Biblical
Number meanings and your insights we found the flat earth Theory described so eloquently in
the Bible and the book of Enoch…. I pray you will consider the truth of the Flat earth as it will
give you revelation into those attacking your efforts. God Bless!

Contact Info:
P.O. Box 1109
Hendersonville, TN, 37077, USA
Local: (615) 824-8502 | Toll Free: (800) 
625-5409
Email: jimbrown@graceandtruth.net



Thanks to Samuel Laboy’s Wisdom on the Giza 
Pyramid Universal Design

Contact Info:
P.O. Box 8637
Santurce, Puerto Rico 00910
Email:egipto153@hotmail.com

Samuel, Your analysis of that lead to the
Universal Design Boss for the Giza
Pyramid is Stupendous and helped lead
us to develop the First Flat Earth
Universal Design Boss and we can not
thank you enough. Showing all the
connections of the pyramids lead me to
thinking how the ancients were
worshiping the sun and they were
wanting to know when God would
destroy the world again. So they kept
meticulous time of the sun through
Stonehenge and others so they would be
prepared of cataclysm like that coming
soon to The world now… God bless!



Thanks to Carl Munck’s Wisdom on Pyramid’s & 
Megalith’s Code’s

Carl, Your analysis is tremendous and
helped lead us to the Flat Earth
Universal Design Boss and we can not
thank you . Showing all the
connections of the pyramids lead me
to thinking how the ancients were
worshiping the sun and they were
wanting to know when God would
destroy the world again. So they kept
meticulous time of the sun through
Stonehenge and others so they would
be prepared of cataclysm like that
coming soon to The world now… God
bless!



Thanks to Alex Jones’ Wisdom on the Exposing 
the Past and Future of NWO Takeover.

Alex, You have supported so many right
causes and we salute you for that but you
are truly staying away from issues crucial to
the Elite Globalist takeover of the world i.e.
Flat Earth Hoax Moon Landing Hoax. I
cannot question your motives because you
say all the right things . I pray you will
consider the lie of the pre-tribulation and
the truth about Flat earth as it will give you
revelation into those attacking your efforts
to tell the truth about Hillary and Trump
and others…Your true colors will be tested
in the near Future. Don’t be afraid/ignorant
of Flat Earth you will receive so many
revelations. God Bless!

Contact Info:
PO Box 19549, Austin, Taxes 
78760, United States
Email: alexjones@infowars.com



Thanks to the people who believe the Earth is Flat and 
are never discouraged to spread this truth despite 

being ridiculed.

Contact Info:
The Flat Earth Society
222 S Peters Rd, Suite #2
Knoxville, TN 37923

Thank God for your Courage, We have now been Flat Earther’s for more than a month
already and I’m proud to say in that time we feel we have developed the Universal Flat
Earth Design Boss Modeling the Flat Earth after the hints given in Giza Pyramid. It took
me more that 57 years to see the truth but BOY has it set me free!!! God bless!



Enoch

Joseph

David

Thanks to the Bible Characters Who Inspire Us as 
We Get Closer to God and Jesus Second Coming!

Moses

Job



Thank you to My Mother for her support and the purchase of my King 
James Bible copyright 1988 by Liberty University. My Father and Brother 

were stricken with Mental Illness and truly suffered. Jesus promises 
blessing as we share in his suffering!!!

Contact Info:
New Jerusalem God Willing

My Mother Marian Ruth and 

Howard Johnson and my 

Brother David Johnson are 

all my personal tributes for 

the various issues used for 

Good in their lives. They are 

all presently  awaiting the 

Rapture!!! Sarah Rosenbaum 

our tie to the Jews and the 

Gentiles.



Thank you to all those Giants that came before us that Laid the 
Foundation for the Discovery of the Flat Earth Design Boss!!!

Contact Info:
No.7, Zone Talong, Paknaan,
Mandaue City, Cebu
Philippines 6014



Thank You God the Father  and the Son 
and the Holy Ghost

The Others that came before us are the true Giants we’re
just Blessed to come along at the right time in History for
Jesus to take us from despair and Mold us in clay to a
vessel humble enough to serve Him unto Death!!!
Anthony Scalia gave his Life Most recently and David
Flynn, JFK, Abe Lincoln, William Tyndale and Anne
Frank all gave their lives to Do God’s will of fighting the
Mason’s and their Ashkenazi Jewish, Demon, Cohorts.
However, God has a place in eternity and I look forward to
our time there. Our work has been tireless most nights 4
hours sleep and 6 days a week for 10-12 hours a day for
three and half years now. Just like Jesus Ministry I feel we
have done our work I pray you will welcome us with the”
Good and faithful Servant Greeting…” You took such a
broken individual considered foolish by family and friends
and have used me to confound those calling themselves
wise and yet they are deceivers to the world…thank you
for your love Letter, the Bible… Love Mark


